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Spicer repeats unproven claims
WIRETAP ALLEGATIONS » US press secretary deflects
White House’s role in giving intelligence reports to Nunes
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR
AND JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — The White
House on Friday revived President Donald Trump’s unproven
wiretapping allegations against
the Obama administration,

insisting that there is new evidence that it conducted “politically motivated” surveillance of
Trump’s presidential campaign.
Senior government officials,
including James Comey, the FBI
director and lawmakers from
both parties have repeatedly
and forcefully rejected the pres-
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ident’s claim, saying they have
seen no evidence of direct surveillance. A spokesman for former President Barack Obama
has denied that Obama ever ordered surveillance of Trump or
his associates.
But Sean Spicer, the White
House press secretary, asserted to reporters during his daily
news briefing that members of
Obama’s administration had
done “very, very bad things,”

just as Trump alleged without
proof on March 4 when he posted messages on Twitter accusing Obama of “wire tapping” his
phones at Trump Tower.
“The question is why? Who
else did it? Was it ordered? By
whom?” Spicer said. “But I
think more and more the substance that continues to come
out on the record by individuals
TURN TO WHITE HOUSE » PAGE A6
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Press secretary’s claims on the president
being wiretapped remain unproven.

INDUSTRY GROWTH » New report finds employment in county’s sector
benefiting from surge in demand from customers seeking tax breaks

Sunny days for solar jobs

More websites seizing on
legalization in state to list
real estate for growers
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

With cannabis’ increasingly
legal status, it was only a matter of time before real estate ads
aimed at pot producers came
out into the open in California.
That time is here.
“Awesome Marijuana Farm
For Sale in Mendocino County,
California,” states a recent ad
on Craigslist.
The 80-acre parcel, represented by Sonoma County real estate
broker Rene Caro, is among the
first California pot-producing
properties to be advertised as
such since voters in November
passed Proposition 64, which
legalized the recreational use of
marijuana.
“At first, I was scared to do it,”
said Caro, who deals primarily
with residential properties. But
after last year’s vote, it seemed
like a good time to “list it for
what it is.”
Caro said a friend who works
in marketing helped convince
him.
“It was a marketing decision
entirely,” Caro said, adding that
it took some time to convince
the landowner to advertise the
property for marijuana growing. The owner remains unwilling to be identified.
Openly advertising cannabis
properties may be new to California, but it’s a trend that began several years ago in Colorado, Oregon and Washington that
earlier legalized recreational
pot use.
Websites such as 420property.
com have multiple listings advertising the merits of their clients’ properties.
“The hard work is done. Now
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Tony Almader installs the electrical wires for solar panels over the carports Friday at the WorldMark by Wyndham resort in Windsor. A new report
by the Solar Foundation based in Washington, D.C., has ranked Sonoma County 13th in the nation for solar-related job growth.
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

Rohnert Park’s Westcoast Solar Energy company is installing a
2.15-megawatt system at Lagunitas Brewing Co. in Petaluma.

onoma County shared in
the U.S. solar industry’s
boom times last year, with
strong job growth reported
here, a jump partly attributed
to increased customer demand
and a rush to take advantage of
federal tax credits.
The county ranked 13th for
2016 among the nation’s metropolitan areas based on the
number of solar-related jobs,
according to a new report by
the Solar Foundation of Washington, D.C. Employment in
the county’s solar sector grew
44 percent from a year earlier to

3,476 jobs.
Some Northern California
communities enjoyed even
bigger growth rates.
The San Francisco/Oakland
area, the top-ranked metro area
in the United States for solar
jobs, reported a total of 26,000
such workers last year, an increase of 67 percent from 2015.
Sacramento, which ranked
sixth, saw its solar jobs grow
99 percent, while San Luis
Obispo, ranked 15th, had an
increase of 137 percent.
In contrast, the nation’s solar
workforce grew by 25 percent
last year. That compares with
TURN TO SOLAR » PAGE A2
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Desert ‘super bloom’ draws crowds
Dormant for
years, flowers
now painting
arid landscape
with vivid color
after months
of heavy rain
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By JULIE WATSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BORREGO SPRINGS — An
explosion of wildflowers in
California’s desert sands is
drawing record crowds to see
the rare abundance of color
called a “super bloom.”
The natural wonder is thanks
to a wet winter followed by
warm temperatures in the Anza-Borrego State Park, north-
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east of San Diego. Wildflower
seeds that have been dormant
for years in the droughtplagued region have sprouted
in mass, producing a spectacular display not seen in 20 years.
An estimated 150,000 people
in the past month have converged on Borrego Springs, a
town of about 3,500 that abuts
the park.
Rain-fed wildflowers are
springing up in different land-
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scapes across the state and the
western United States. In the
Antelope Valley, an arid plateau northeast of Los Angeles, blazing orange poppies are
lighting up the ground.
But the “super bloom” —
mass amounts of desert plants
blooming at once — has been
concentrated in the 640,000acre Anza-Borrego State Park.
TURN TO BLOOM » PAGE A6

BACKLASH OVER BALLOT WORDING: Backers

of rent control in SR are balking over “flagrant
falsehoods” in argument filed with city / A3
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Visitors walk among the flowers March 19 at Antelope
Valley California Poppy Reserve in Lancaster. Rain-fed
wildflowers have been sprouting in the desert sands.
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